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Le religioni della politica
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la sacralizzazione della politica accade ogni volta che un entit� politica la nazione la democrazia lo stato la
razza la classe il partito il movimento � trasformata in una entit� sacra in un oggetto di devozione e di culto ed
� collocata al centro di un sistema di credenze di simboli e di riti nascono allora le religioni della politica che non
si identificano con un unico tipo di ideologia e di regime esse possono sacralizzare la democrazia o l autocrazia l
eguaglianza o la disuguaglianza la nazione o l umanit�

Democrazie e totalitarismi dalla prima alla seconda guerra mondiale
(1918-1945)

1989

this book focuses on the politics of national identity in italy only a unified country for just over 150 years
italian national identity is perhaps more contingent than longer established nations such as france or the uk the
book investigates when how and why the discussions about national identity and about immigration became
entwined in public discourse within italy in particular it looks at the most influential voices in the debate on
immigration and identity namely italian intellectuals the catholic church the northern league and the left the
methodological approach is based on a systematic discourse analysis of official documents interviews statements
and speeches by representatives of the political actors involved in the process the author demonstrates that a
normalisation of intolerance towards foreigners has become institutionalised at the heart of the italian state
this work will be of particular interest to students of italian politics nationalism and comparative politics

Le ombre dell'Europa. Democrazie e totalitarismi nel XX secolo

2005

religion and liberty are often thought to be mutual enemies if religion has a natural ally it is authoritarianism not
republicanism or democracy but in this book maurizio viroli a leading historian of republican political thought
challenges this conventional wisdom he argues that political emancipation and the defense of political liberty have
always required the self sacrifice of people with religious sentiments and a religious devotion to liberty this is
particularly the case when liberty is threatened by authoritarianism the staunchest defenders of liberty are those
who feel a deeply religious commitment to it viroli makes his case by reconstructing for the first time the history
of the italian religion of liberty covering its entire span but focusing on three key examples of political
emancipation the free republics of the late middle ages the risorgimento of the nineteenth century and the antifascist
resistenza of the twentieth century in each example viroli shows a religious spirit that regarded moral and
political liberty as the highest goods of human life was fundamental to establishing and preserving liberty he also
shows that when this religious sentiment has been corrupted or suffocated italians have lost their liberty this
book makes a powerful and provocative contribution to today s debates about the compatibility of religion and
republicanism

Politics of National Identity in Italy

2014-12-17

an account of the alliance between the catholic church and the italian fascist regime in their campaign against
protestants based on previously undisclosed archival materials this book tells the fascinating untold and
troubling story of an anti protestant campaign in italy that lasted longer consumed more clerical energy and
cultural space and generated far more literature than the war against italy s jewish population because clerical
leaders in rome were seeking to build a new catholic world in the aftermath of the great war protestants embodied
a special menace and were seen as carriers of dangers like heresy secularism modernity and americanism as potent
threats to the catholic precepts that were the true foundations of italian civilization values and culture the
pope and cardinals framed the threat of evangelical christianity as a peril not only to the catholic church but to
the fascist government as well recruiting some very powerful fascist officials to their cause this important book
is the first full account of this dangerous alliance

As If God Existed

2012-09-09

this is a study of the federazione universitaria cattolica italiana fuci between 1925 and 1943 the organisation
of catholic action for the university sector the fuci is highly significant to the study of catholic politics and
intellectual ideas as a large proportion of the future christian democrats who ruled the country after world
war ii were formed within the ranks of the federation in broader terms this is a contribution to the historiography
of fascist italy and of catholic politics and mentalities in europe in the mid twentieth century it sets out to prove
the fundamental ideological political social and cultural influences of catholicism on the making of modern italy
and how it was inextricably linked to more secular forces in the shaping of the nation and the challenges faced by
an emerging mass society furthermore the book explores the influence exercised by catholicism on european attitudes
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towards modernisation and modernity and how catholicism has often led the way in the search for a religious
alternative modernity that could countervail the perceived deleterious effects of the western liberal version of
modernity

The Popes against the Protestants

2021-08-17

this is the first collection to bring together leading scholars from diverse disciplines to offer a variety of
perspectives on ideology and its analysis emphasizing the input of different intellectual and scholarly traditions
to the meaning of ideology the articles explore commonalities in the use and understanding of ideology as well as
delineating constructive differences in its interpretation while illuminating the changes that the concept of
ideology as well as the practices it signifies has undergone in recent years contributions are included from the
fields of political theory history literature political science cultural studies post marxism discourse analysis
language studies law and sociology the meaning of ideology advances our understanding of the intricacy and
relevance of ideology and offers the latest theories and insights that currently inform scholarship on the subject
ideology emerges through the pages of this collection more strongly than ever as a major tool of understanding
political language and as a durable and normal phenomenon that is inherent in the many ways we conceive the
world around us this book was previously published as a special issue of the journal of political ideologies and
will be of interest to students of political ideologies and political and social theory

Faith and Fascism

2017-03-21

this work seeks to take a fresh look at the contentious question of the longevity and popularity of mussolini s
regime in italy in particular it draws upon new research to challenge what has been the most influential paradigm
over the last couple of decades namely the interpretation of italian fascism as a consensual dictatorship

The Meaning of Ideology

2013-10-18

9 11 and its aftermath demonstrate the urgent need for political scientists and historians to unravel the tangled
relationship of secular ideologies and organized religions to political fanaticism this major new volume uses a
series of case studies by world experts to further our understanding of these complex issues they examine the
connections between fascism political religion and totalitarianism by exploring two inter war fascist regimes two
abortive european movements and two post war american extreme right wing movements with contrasting religious
components a highlight of this collection is a fresh article from emilio gentile recently awarded an international
prize for his contributions to our appreciation of the central role played by political religion in the modern age this
is preceded by an editorial essay by roger griffin one of fascist studies most original thinkers alongside these
contributions the reader is presented with a wealth of work that redefines the complex concept of totalitarian
movement and our understanding of generic fascism taken as a whole it comprehensively analyses the links between
particular totalitarian movements and regimes and the concrete historical phenomena produced in the light of
current radical theories of fascism totalitarianism and political religion this book will be of great interest to all
students and scholars of international relations politics and contemporary history this volume was previously
published as a special issue of the journal totalitarian movements and political religions

In the Society of Fascists

2012-09-06

this book is designed to be a platform for the most significant educational achievements by teachers school
administrators and local associations that have worked together in public institutions that range from primary
school to the university level provided by publisher

Fascism, Totalitarianism and Political Religion

2013-09-13

historical work on the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries suggests that as nation states were
solidifying throughout western europe exiled groups tended to develop rival national identities an occurrence that
had been fairly uncommon in the two preceding centuries diaspora identities draws on eight case studies ranging from
the early modern period through the twentieth century to explore the interconnectedness of exile nationalism and
cosmopolitanism as concepts ideals attitudes and strategies among diasporic groups die hier versammelten studien
er�ffnen neue perspektiven auf nationalismus und kosmopolitismus sie machen deutlich dass schon vor dem nationalen
19 jahrhundert im kontext von diaspora exil und migration identit�ten und verhaltensweisen entstanden die zugleich
kosmopolitisch und nationalistisch waren
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Handbook of Research on Didactic Strategies and Technologies for
Education: Incorporating Advancements

2012-09-30

by shedding light on an often overlooked aspect of fascism and nazism this book examines the ambitious plans for a
new european order conceived by italian intellectuals historians geographers politicians and even student
representative of the fascist university groups guf through expert reconstruction of the debate on this envisaged
order s development monica fioravanzo opens a window into the theoretical arena that shaped relationships
between german italy and the other axis nations and provides insight into how the project was anticipated to unite
the fascist regime in italy and the nazi reich

Diaspora Identities

2009-10-05

throughout history prophetic voices have bolstered the struggle for social and political emancipation such
voices have given meaning to suffering spoken with pathos and anger to touch passions and set into motion the
moral imagination guiding efforts toward redemption this book provides the visions of social emancipation we need

Fascist Europe

2024-02-02

town twinning refers to the postwar phenomenon of administrative exchange between analogous municipalities cold
war related research has mostly interpreted it as an instrument to pursue european integration or to solidify
d�tente from below however municipalities were not only administrative neutral actors but also bearers of
political content this is particularly visible in the case of italian towns located in the western bloc guided by
socialist oriented administrations and their twin counterparts in the german democratic republic this volume
explores the connections initiated by such towns in the 1960s 1970s focusing on socialist specific conceptions
which fueled the policies implemented by red municipalities in managing local economies and social policies but also in
maintaining a lively and interconnected transnational microsociability among grassroots activists despite the
increasing ideological divergences between eastern and western communists and between italian democratic
communists and the more dogmatic and repressive strictly pro soviet ones in the gdr communication continued to
flourish on the local level the book explores what still linked the two worlds together the bright side of
socialism in this case a common symbolism related to the past practical exchanges in the present dimension and a
shared future imagination and conception of the town on the basis of a socialist horizon built around welfare and
services for citizens and workers

Prophetic Times

2022-12-31

this book examines the origins development and history of the cult of saint catherine of siena gerald parsons argues
that the cult of catherine of siena constitutes a remarkable example of the cult of a particular saint which
across more than six centuries has been the vehicle for an evolving sequence of civil religious rituals and meanings
he shows how the cult of this particular saint developed firstly as an expression of sienese civil religion secondly
as a focus for italian civil religion and finally into an expression of european civil religion instead of the
predominantly devotional and frequently essentially hagiographical approach of much of the literature on
catherine of siena parsons examines the significance of her cult from the perspective of civil religion and the social
history of religion

Transnational Imaginations of Socialism

2022-12-31

annually published since 1930 the international bibliography of historical sciences ibohs is an international
bibliography of the most important historical monographs and periodical articles published throughout the world
which deal with history from the earliest to the most recent times the works are arranged systematically
according to period region or historical discipline and within this classification alphabetically the bibliography
contains a geographical index and indexes of persons and authors

The Cult of Saint Catherine of Siena

2008

drawing on new archival research conducted in eight countries and in seven different languages this book uncovers
how the vatican shaped the european international order after both world wars via the novel use of
international law public diplomacy and new media through careful attention to the entanglements of religion and
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politics a twentieth century crusade traces the extraordinary story of how the vatican moved from the margins
to the center of european affairs after world war i

2001

2011-08-02

this book depicts the cultural imagination of the italian jewish minority from the unification of the country to the
end of the first world war the creation of an italian nation state introduced new problems and new opportunities
for its citizens what did it mean for the jewish minority how could members of the minority combine and redefine
jewishness and italianness in a radically new political and legal framework key concepts such as family religion
nation assimilation and later zionism are observed as they shift and change over time the interaction between the
public and private spheres plays a pivotal role in the analysis and the self fashioning of italian jewish �lites is
read alongside the evolution of the cultural stereotypes typical of the time reinterpreting the italian national
patriotic narrative through the eyes of the jews carlotta ferrara degli uberti is able to unveil its less known
layers and articulations while at the same time offering a new perspective from which to read the modern jewish
experience in the western world

A Twentieth-Century Crusade - The Vatican's Battle to Remake Christian
Europe

2019

what history tells presents an impressive collection of critical papers from the september 2001 conference an
historian s legacy george l mosse and recent research on fascism society and culture this book examines his
historiographical legacy first within the context of his own life and the internal development of his work and
secondly by tracing the many ways in which mosse influenced the subsequent study of contemporary history
european cultural history and modern jewish history the contributors include walter laqueur david sabean johann
sommerville emilio gentile roger griffin saul friedl�nder jay winter rudy koshar robert nye janna bourke shulamit
volkov and steven e aschheim

Making Italian Jews

2016-11-10

this is the first academic biography of the scientist and politician jacob moleschott 1822 1893 based on a vast
range of primary sources in german italian dutch french and latin it not only sheds new light on the history of
materialism in the natural sciences but also shows the deep entanglement of science politics and popularization in
19th century europe applying new methods from cultural history and the history of science laura meneghello
focuses on processes of knowledge circulation transnational mobility and the role of translation in 19th
century science

What History Tells

2004-03-15

what is fascism and what is populism what are their connections in history and theory and how should we address
their significant differences what does it mean when pundits call donald trump a fascist or label as populist
politicians who span left and right such as hugo ch�vez juan per�n rodrigo duterte and marine le pen federico
finchelstein one of the leading scholars of fascist and populist ideologies synthesizes their history in order to
answer these questions and offer a thoughtful perspective on how we might apply the concepts today while they
belong to the same history and are often conflated fascism and populism actually represent distinct political
trajectories drawing on an expansive record of transnational fascism and postwar populist movements finchelstein
gives us insightful new ways to think about the state of democracy and political culture on a global scale this
new edition includes an updated preface that brings the book up to date midway through the trump presidency and
the election of jair bolsonaro in brazil

Jacob Moleschott - A Transnational Biography

2017-11-30

the emerging shape of the post cold war world provides evidence that rather than diminishing the profound
intersection of political ideology and religious forms of belief is an ever more potent force in world affairs this
volume offers both theoretic underpinnings and a comparative analysis that elucidates this potent and dangerous
phenomenon

From Fascism to Populism in History

2019-08-20
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flying and the pilot were significant metaphors of fascism s mythical modernity fernando esposito traces the
changing meanings of these highly charged symbols from the air show in brescia to the sky above the trenches of the
first world war to the violent ideological clashes of the interwar period

The Sacred in Twentieth-Century Politics

2008-11-05

proteins pathologies and politics presents an international and historical approach to dietary change and health
contrasting current concerns with how issues such as diabetes cancer vitamins sugar and fat and food allergies
were perceived in the 19th and 20th centuries though what we eat and what we shouldn t eat has become a topic
of increased scrutiny in the current century the link between dietary innovation and health disease is not a new one
from new fads in foodstuffs through developments in manufacturing and production processes to the inclusion of
additives and evolving agricultural practices changing diet changes often promised better health only to become
associated with the opposite with contributors including peter scholliers francesco buscemi clare gordon
bettencourt and kirsten gardner this collection comprises the best scholarship on how we have perceived diet to
affect health the chapters consider the politics and economics of dietary change the historical actors involved in
dietary innovation and the responses to it the extent that our dietary health itself a cultural construct or even
a product of history this is a fascinating and varied study of how our diets have been shaped and influenced by
perceptions of health and will be of great value to students of history food history nutrition science politics and
sociology

Fascism, Aviation and Mythical Modernity

2015-09-29

many of the foremost experts in the study of european fascism unite to provide a contemporary analysis of the
theories and historiography of fascism essays discuss the most recent debates on the subject and how changes in
the social sciences over the past forty years have impacted on the study of fascism from various perspectives

Proteins, Pathologies and Politics

2018-12-13

this volume is the result of an international conference held at sapienza university of rome in june 2014 which
brought together scholars from different countries to re analyse and re interpret the events of the first world
war one hundred years after a young bosnian serb student from the mlada bosna gavrilo princip lit the fuse and
ignited the conflict which was to forever change the world the great war initially on a european and then on a
world scale demonstrated the fragility of the international system of the european balance of powers and
determined the dissolution of the great multinational empires and the need to redraw the map of europe according to
the principles of national sovereignty this book provides new insights into theories of this conflict and is
characterized by internationality interdisciplinarity and a combination of different research methods the
contributions based on archival documents from various different countries international and local
historiography and on the analysis of newspaper articles postcards propaganda material memorials and school
books examine the role of intellectuals and artists in the conflict the issue of minorities and nationalities the
economy and international relations and politics in addition to specific case studies such as russia and the
ottoman empire the caucasus and the middle east

Rethinking the Nature of Fascism

2010-11-17

planning is undergoing a period of profound change and risks losing meaning and authority by becoming merely a tool
for financial speculation and generating capital planning and citizenship seeks to rediscover planning s technical and
theoretical roots by reconstructing the memory of planning through the lens of the changing relationship between
planning and citizenship tracing the historical relationship between planning and citizenship through a single thread
luigi mazza employs three ancient models those of hippodamus romulus and ancient china to understand the
foundations of spatial governance and citizenship paying particular attention to classic case studies of american
cities this book moves through the development of central planning theories by key thinkers like geddes cerd�
howard abercrombie and lefebre analysing the role of government in promoting social citizenship and symbolic
values through planning mazza takes into account the changing role of government in planning including concepts
of neoliberalism and the minimal state providing critical debate over the current role of spatial governance in
planning and citizenship planning and citizenship offers a unique historical analysis of a crucial topic in planning

The First World War

2015-11-25

when democracy is under threat from authoritarianism models of resistance must come to the fore giustizia e libert
founded by the italian thinker and activist carlo rosselli in 1929 is one intriguing historical example operating
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both in exile and as part of a clandestine network at home the organization fought against fascism and nazism
while criticizing stalinism to defeat the enemy the group aimed to go beyond the marxist notion of class and to
assert fresh concepts of nationhood and europe the book traces the group s trajectories and debates and follows
its legacy to the present bresciani s book is a remarkable contribution to the current debate on the distinctive
nature of fascism s carlo ginzburg author of nevertheless machiavelli pascal the story that bresciani tells with
great finesse in this necessary book is the heroic history that accompanied the birth of democracy in italy nadia
urbinati author of me the people bresciani has given a great gift to fascism s enemies everywhere a book of rare
intelligence and inspiration joseph fronczak author of everything is possible learning from the enemy is essential
reading for anyone interested in the histories of antifascism socialism and liberalism in the twentieth century iain
stewart author of raymond aron and liberal thought in the twentieth century

Planning and Citizenship

2015-09-25

escape into the future analyzes the power of pessimism showing links between present day religious pessimism and the
nihilism of popular culture stroup and shuck rummage through an interesting and eclectic body of pop culture from
fight club to x files to the left behind series pointing out the presence of pessimistic themes throughout this volume
identifies and illuminates the religious language used in these works to articulate america s need to escape from its
present cultural path and ultimately provide hope that it might do so

Learning from the Enemy

2024-06-18

the principal theme of this volume is the importance of the public use of human remains in a historical perspective the
book presents a series of case studies aimed at offering historiographical and methodological reflections and
providing interpretative approaches highlighting how through the ages and with a succession of complex practices
and uses human remains have been imbued with a plurality of meanings covering a period running from late antiquity
to the present day the contributions are the combined results of multidisciplinary research pertaining to the
realities of the italian peninsula hitherto not investigated with a long term and multidisciplinary historical
perspective from the relics of great men to the remains of patriots and from anatomical specimens to the skeletons
of the saints through these case studies the scholars involved have investigated a wide range of human remains
real or reputed and of meanings attributed to them in order to decipher their function over the centuries in doing so
they have traversed the interpretative boundaries of political history religious history and the history of science
as required by questions aimed at integrating the anthropological social and cultural aspects of a complex
subject

Escape Into the Future

2007

in transatlantic fascism federico finchelstein traces the intellectual and cultural connections between argentine
and italian fascisms showing how fascism circulates transnationally from the early 1920s well into the second
world war mussolini tried to export italian fascism to argentina the most italian country outside of italy nearly
half the country s population was of italian descent drawing on extensive archival research on both sides of the
atlantic finchelstein examines italy s efforts to promote fascism in argentina by distributing bribes sending
emissaries and disseminating propaganda through film radio and print he investigates how argentina s political
culture was in turn transformed as italian fascism was appropriated reinterpreted and resisted by the state and
the mainstream press as well as by the left the right and the radical right as finchelstein explains nacionalismo the
right wing ideology that developed in argentina was not the wholesale imitation of italian fascism that mussolini
wished it to be argentine nacionalistas conflated catholicism and fascism making the bold claim that their
movement had a central place in god s designs for their country finchelstein explores the fraught efforts of
nationalistas to develop a sacred ideological doctrine and political program and he scrutinizes their debates
about nazism the spanish civil war imperialism anti semitism and anticommunism transatlantic fascism shows how
right wing groups constructed a distinctive argentine fascism by appropriating some elements of the italian model
and rejecting others it reveals the specifically local ways that a global ideology such as fascism crossed
national borders

Public Uses of Human Remains and Relics in History

2019-11-08

this book argues that political concerns inseparable from dante s biography permeate his entire corpus emerging at
the intersection of the multiple fields of knowledge he explores from the liberal arts to law philosophy and
theology it also shows that dante by elucidating the natural integration of the humanities with the sciences
continues to be a source of provocative insights and inspirations on how to be political beings today the essays
collected in the volume offer a range of close textual and contextual readings of dante s life and works grouped
in four parts 1 the self and history 2 visions of the world cosmology and utopia 3 from the language of politics
to the language of theology 4 instances of political reception in asia and south america the different disciplinary
angles adopted by the contributors include history economics jurisprudence linguistics ethics metaphysics theology
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cosmology social thought ecology and the performing and visual arts the collection addresses a specialized
audience of dante scholars medievalists historians political philosophers and scientists reception scholars and
legal and cultural historians

Transatlantic Fascism

2009-12-21

intellectual debates surrounding modernity modernism and fascism continue to be active and hotly contested in this
ambitious book renowned expert on fascism roger griffin analyzes western modernity and the regimes of mussolini and
hitler and offers a pioneering new interpretation of the links between these apparently contradictory phenomena

Perspectives on «Dante Politico»

2024-04-22

a taboo breaker and a great provocateur george l mosse 1918 99 was one of the great historians of the
twentieth century forging a new historiography of culture that included brilliant insights about the roles of
nationalism fascism racism and sexuality jewish gay and a member of a culturally elite family in germany mosse
came of age as the nazis came to power before escaping as a teenager to england and america mosse was innovative
and interdisciplinary as a scholar and he shattered in his groundbreaking books prevalent assumptions about the
nature of national socialism and the holocaust he audaciously drew a link from bourgeois respectability and the
ideology of the enlightenment the very core of modern western civilization to the extermination of the european
jews in this intellectual biography of george mosse karel plessini draws on all of mosse s published and unpublished
work to illuminate the origins and development of his groundbreaking methods of historical analysis and the close
link between his life and work he redefined the understanding of modern mass society and politics masterfully
revealing the powerful influence of conformity and political liturgies on twentieth century history mosse warned
against the dangers inherent in acquiescence showing how identity creation and ideological fervor can climax in
intolerance and mass murder a message of continuing relevance

Modernism and Fascism

2007-05-22

theology and the political edited by alexei bodrov and stephen m garrett is a volume animated by the motif of
political action as witness in a missional key the book makes a unique interdisciplinary contribution to the field of
political theology

The Perils of Normalcy

2014-02-24

this book provides a comparative study of fascisms and reactionary nationalisms it presents these as
transnational political cultures and examines the dictatorships and regimes in which these cultures played
significant roles the book is organised into three main sections focusing on nationalists fascists and dictatorships
in turn the chapters range across french italian spanish portuguese and german experiences and include a broader
overview of the political cultures in central and eastern europe as well as latin america the chapters consider the
identities organizations and evolution of the various cultures and specific political movements alongside the
intersections between these movements and how they adapted to changing contexts by doing so the book offers a
global view of fascisms and reactionary nationalisms and promotes debate around these political cultures

Theology and the Political

2020-11-04

there is no better book on fascism s complex and vexed relationship with truth jason stanley author of how
fascism works the politics of us and them in this short companion to his book from fascism to populism in history
world renowned historian federico finchelstein explains why fascists regarded simple and often hateful lies as
truth and why so many of their followers believed the falsehoods throughout the history of the twentieth
century many supporters of fascist ideologies regarded political lies as truth incarnated in their leader from hitler
to mussolini fascist leaders capitalized on lies as the base of their power and popular sovereignty this history
continues in the present when lies again seem to increasingly replace empirical truth now that actual news is
presented as fake news and false news becomes government policy a brief history of fascist lies urges us to remember
that the current talk of post truth has a long political and intellectual lineage that we cannot ignore

Reactionary Nationalists, Fascists and Dictatorships in the Twentieth
Century

2019-07-23
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this volume aims to contribute to the contemporary debate on the history of monarchy the images of the italian
spanish and portuguese crowns in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries are interpreted in accordance with classic
historiographical interpretations and new methodological frontiers roles gender interpretation place heritage and
representation

A Brief History of Fascist Lies

2022-05-03

this volume offers new perspectives on the appeal and profound cultural meaning of socialism over the past two
centuries it brings together scholarship from various disciplines addressing diverse national contexts including
britain china france germany norway sweden and the usa taken together the contributions highlight the aesthetic
narrative and religious dimensions of socialism as it has developed through three broad phases in the modern era
early nineteenth century beginnings mass based political organizations and the attainment of state power in the
twentieth century and beyond socialism did not attract millions of people primarily because of logical argument
and empirical evidence important though those were rather it told the most compelling story about the past
present and future refocusing attention on socialism s imaginative dimensions this volume aims to revive scholarly
interest in one of the modern world1s most important political orientations

Images of Royalty in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries

2022-12-13

Socialist Imaginations

2018-09-21
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